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When developing a year plan for the visual arts, key 
concepts to consider are:

•Instruct through units: Avoid planning for classes to happen in isolation, each one should be 
part of a bigger picture (unit or module).

•Identify, use and build background knowledge. You may have designed the most engaging 
unit, but if the students don’t have the background knowledge or skills in a particular medium 
or process, students will struggle unnecessarily. Therefore, it is important to set aside time in 
your unit plan to assess and build background knowledge and skills.

•Pull together the three streams: If a unit is to efficiently bring students towards meeting 
outcomes, the unit needs to incorporate outcomes and strategies for instruction and assessment 
from each of the three streams, Creating, Making & Presenting, Understanding and Making 
Connections to Time, Place and Community, Perceiving and Responding

•Differentiate within unit experiences and expectations: focussing each unit on building 
upon a variety of strengths. E.g. if there is a project that focusses on observational drawing, for 
students who are weak at observational drawing, give targets around using a variety of mark 
making texture so success can be found through a variety of approaches.

•Develop sensitivities: While developing a student’s artistic skills and knowledge, each unit 
should build upon their artistic Sensitivities, Attitudes & Practices 

•Elements of Art and Principles of Design: By the end of the course, students should have 
consciously worked through all the elements and principles.

•Varied experiences and skills: throughout the course , students should have the opportunity 
to build knowledge in a variety of media.

•Observational drawing: Whenever possible, encourage students to develop trust and 
awareness of what their senses are bringing in, particularly their observational acuity. Too often 
we draw what we think we see instead of what is actually right in front of us. We filter or ignore 
visual realities, instead, students need to learn to carefully observe subjects to notice the 
particular phenomena of what is actually in front of them.

•Make Connections to popular culture and student daily life. We all live in a society 
inundated with visual images intended to persuade, manipulate, entertain, or inform. In the 
21st Century, we all need to continually equip students with the skills and sensitivities to 
critically interpret and, in turn, create images that can persuade audiences.
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A recipe for year and unit planning for the visual arts

Each unit needs to:
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Atlantic Provinces Visual Arts Outcomes (Condensed)
At any grade, most or all of these should or may be addressed. In a single unit/
project, aim to use outcomes from each of the three strands. The following list 
of outcomes attempts to condense the grade nine Key Stage Outcomes into 
more manageable bites. Teachers are advised to still know and teach to the 
outcomes intended for their relative grade level targets as published by their 
particular province or state.

Creating, Making & 
Presenting

Understanding and Making 
Connections to Time, Place 
and Community (art history 

and theory)

Perceiving and Responding

1.1 Apply Elements and 
Principles for compositions

3.1 & 3.2 Probes into mass-
media’s relation to their life

6.1, 6.2, 6.3 Discuss / critique 
art using art vocabulary.

1.2 Use a range of media 3.3, 5.1, & 5.2 Personal life, 
culture & environment informs 
their art

6.4 Uses reflective thinking in 
the creative process

1.3 Use a range of aesthetic 
techniques

3.4 Describes arts’ connection 
to time, place, & community

7.1 Practices safe and proper 
use of art media.

1.4 & 1.5 Experimentation, 
risk taking & growth

3.5 Makes art that connects to 
their community

7.2 & 7.3 Creatively explores 
various media to make art & 
solve complex problems.

2.1 & 2.2 Uses form and 
content to create meaning

4.1 & 4.2 Describes diverse 
approaches and purposes for 
art making

8.1 & 8.2 Analyzes and 
discusses meaning and sources 
of ideas and artist’s intent.

2.3 Recognizes strengths and 
weaknesses in own work

4.3 &4.4 Describes and uses 
techniques from historical & 
contemporary artists /cultures

8.3 Consider feedback to 
examine their own work in 
light of their intent.

2.4 Respects diverse art forms 5.3 Explores parallels between 
natural and built environments

8.3 Consider feedback to 
examine their own work in 
light of their intent.

2.5 Works collaboratively 5.4 Values and respects the 
intellectual property of others

8.3 Consider feedback to 
examine their own work in 
light of their intent.
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When planning your course, try to ensure you teach students 
through each of the elements and principles, a wide range of media, and 
build upon a range of sensitivities and values. A Middle school art course may 
comprise of Six or Seven major projects plus a sketchbook/journal.

Elements & Principles 
Each unit should focus on one or more of 

The Elements of Art

Colour (primaries, secondaries, complimentary, analogous, tint, tone)
Line ( variety of types and ways to express through mark making)

Texture (rough vs smooth. Actual vs implied.)
Shape (2D i.e. circle, square)
Form (3D i.e. cube, prism)

Value (high vs low, light vs dark)
Space (illusion of depth, volume)

The Principles of Design

These guide strategies of how to arrange elements in a picture or space.

Balance (formal or symmetry and informal or asymmetry)
Pattern
Rhythm

Emphasis
Movement

Contrast (i.e. zigzag as to straight line)
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Media / Processes

Journalling: This should be part of most or all units. Students journal by recording 
new ideas, making sketches, or for planning larger works. Journalling may also include 

observational studies, experiments, thumbnail sketches, material trials, colour tests, 
etc.

Painting (Acrylics, temperas, gouache, water colour). Brush and other implement 
techniques.

3D (clay, plasticine, wire, soap, found materials)

Drawing (graphite, charcoal, pastel, bush & ink, pen & ink, found implements & ink) 

Other Colour Media (markers, colour pencils)

Photo (digital or traditional) & video

Collage, mixed media (e.g. combining elements such as torn paper, threaded 
stitches, beads, paints, washes, pens, screen printing, etc.)

Installation: where a space is transformed to serve a new function, either practical or 
expressive in nature.
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Making Connections and Metacognition

1. For students to draw greater understanding and reason for various artistic processes 
and how art relates to them and their world, each unit should be bring such 
connections to the surface. This is emphasised in the outcomes found under the 
stream Understanding and Making Connections to Time, Place and Community. This 
might be achieved by grounding each unit in:

•History such as world art, western art, e.g. Group of Seven (ideal G.9 art)
•connections to art history or contemporary art. see www.artchive.com, 
www.ccca.ca, www.cybermuse.ca
•Issues growing from ELA or Social studies units
•Issues growing from their own lives or interests.
•Social theories or concepts such as cultures (global or local), Modernism, politics, 
etc.

2. To enhance students metacognitive understanding of what they are achieving and 
learning, we have outcomes to meet under the stream of Perceiving & Responding. 
This is where students read, write, talk or reflect upon their own art and that of 
others.

•Students might experience this through: small or large group critiques using the 
Feldman model* or acknowledging a couple strengths and areas where 
improvements can be gained.
•Use post it notes for students to record their feelings or success from the process.
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Sensitivities, Attitudes & Practices

This is a list of sensitivities, attitudes or practices that are built in art education. 
Try to incorporate and promote these values whenever possible. 

•Risk taking is valued -- we grow when we take risks, stepping outside of our 
comfort zones to try on new media, motifs, and ideas.

•Sensitive to white space (all areas of image are activated, not white areas 
remaining.. the full rectangle is used, if on standard paper, paper can also be cropped 
or reshaped to maximized the works impact)

•Composition: Planning frame/arrangement to stere or stimulate the viewers eye and 
to prevent trapped spaces.

•Finish: Sensitive to the value of clarity, contrast and layers, so the student pushes on 
with the art work so to maximize its visual impact.

•Particularity of colours: Colours mixed to find specific hues, instead of just using 
colours straight out of the box/tube.

•Care of surface materials (not wrinkled or sloppy in cutting or tearing of images /
frame )

•Care for creative media:  using materials safely and appropriately (brushes washed, 
knives used with cutting mattes, etc.)

•Studio clean-up practices: staying clean, proper disposal of paints, work area 
spotless after studio experience. Students do the clean-up.

•Collaborating with others: discussing, sharing and exploring ideas with and by 
others. 

•Accepting supportive criticism of art work-- towards helping the student make the 
best work they can.
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ART UNIT PLANNING:

Unit # __:Unit # __: Materials Assessment 
Strategy or 

Targets

Class 
Time

Creating &
Making

(the product / process)

Connections 
(time place) / 
Looking

(the idea / theme)

Reflecting / 
Perceiving 
& Responding 

(strengths, new skills, to work on)

Sensitivities, 
Attitudes & 
Practices

Foundation 
knowledge or 
skills to draw on 
or build

(skill building activities?)
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Sample Unit Plan
Unit # 3 : Fauvists Colours (Wild beast)                  Unit # 3 : Fauvists Colours (Wild beast)                  Materials Assessment 

Strategy or 
Targets

Class 
Time

Creating &
Making 
(the product / 
process)

Students create landscape 
paintings in bold colours. Focus 
on colour, gesture and 
composition (principles). Work 
from black & white photos of 
local area.

paint, brushes, 
10x13 or larger 
cardstock 
(mayfair). 
review studio 
standards for 
cleaning.

see a coherent 
colour pallet in 
the work. 
Principle of 
design chosen 
to + interest.
1.1, 1.2,1.3,1.4

4 hours

Connections 
(time place) / 
Looking
(the idea / theme)

Show fauvist paintings and 
group  of seven paintings. Have 
students identify colour pallet 
in each.

art work 
samples

recognize 
primary pallet, 
etc in variety of 
painting 
4.1,4.2,4.3,4.4, 
5.3

30 
minutes

Reflecting / 
Perceiving 
& Responding  
(strengths, new 
skills, to work on)

Identify the colour pallet in 
own work and work of others. 
Identify expressive qualities

In Journal Uses vocab, 
reflecting and 
assessing 
feedback. 2.3, 
6.1,6.2,6.3

30 
minutes

Sensitivities, 
Attitudes & 
Practices

Effective use of brush licks, 
colour mixing, paint fluidity 
and layering
Awareness of white space. 
responding to colour pallets 
and hue nuances
recognizing expressive mood

small card 
stock, paints, 
brushes, 
images, tape

paint a swatch 
copy of a 
detailed image 
using a range of 
tech. Care for 
paper. 7.1

30 
minutes

Foundation 
knowledge or 
skills to draw on 
or build

colour pallets (complementary, 
pri. sec., analogous, warm 
cold)

images from 
magazines

discuss, 
student 
identify 
example 
pallets

15 min.
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Art Yearly Planning Chart Grade: Teacher: 

Getting Started Yearly Plan
What procedures, management routines, and expectations are important to 
establish?

How will I organize my classroom and materials to support learning? How 
will materials be available or organized for  efficient student access?

What tracking tools will I use to gather evidence (learner profile, academic 
achievement)?

What units of study 
do I need to address 
over the year?

How will I divide 
these up over the 
term/semester?

How does my yearly 
plan demonstrate that 
all outcomes will be 
addressed?

What are my 
assessment priorities 
for each unit/term/
semester?

What procedures, management routines, and expectations are important to 
establish?

How will I organize my classroom and materials to support learning? How 
will materials be available or organized for  efficient student access?

What tracking tools will I use to gather evidence (learner profile, academic 
achievement)?

Term: 1Term: 1Term: 1Term: 1Term: 1
Tentative 
Timeline

Unit Theme Focus Medium Focus Element and Principle 
Focus

Assessment Priorities / 
Targets / KCO’s

Fauvists and Group of Seven Painting : acrylics texture, colour and 
compositional interest
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Term: 2Term: 2Term: 2Term: 2Term: 2
Tentative 
Timeline

Unit Theme Focus Medium Focus Element and Principle 
Focus

Assessment Priorities / 
Targets / KCO’s

Term: 3Term: 3Term: 3Term: 3Term: 3
Tentative 
Timeline

Unit Theme Focus Medium Focus Element and Principle 
Focus

Assessment Priorities / 
Targets / KCO’s

NOTES:
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